
Chris,

The request made to retract/ correct your latest article from the 21st will need to be met before any
further statements will be given to you. It had been the hope this change would have been made
within the day.

Your article made it appear Robert's statements were given after the hearing misrepresenting how
the events of the trial really went, misrepresenting your diligence in reporting the facts, and
misrepresenting how Robert's feelings had changed towards the judicial system in regards to their
"negligence" now describing it with having more malicious intent. You would have known his feelings
had changed if you wouldn't have left without speaking to him.

So again, it is being politely requested that you...

1.Issue a retraction of the latest article with an apology for mistaken misrepresentation of the facts.

2. Republish the article with the complete quote that you would have been given had you spoken
with the family after the hearing.

“My Daughter Jupiter deserves justice. Arthur Kollie deserves to be punished to the fullest extent of
the law.

During todays hearing, it caused me great pain when I realized our system is as hateful as the man
who murdered my daughter.

That’s why I’ve decided to, with the help of local Pro-White advocates, file Fargo Anti-White Hate
Crime and Bias reports not only against Arthur Kollie for what he did to my daughter but also against
Judge Irby, The Cass County Court, and every individual and institution that is currently terrorizing
my family.

From the very beginning in dealing with the state’s attorney, I have insisted that Kollie be punished to
the fullest extent of the law. White people have Civil Rights and Arthur Kollie has a history of
attacking White people. Federal hate-crime charges put the death penalty on the table.

We’re not going to stand by and let them do this to another family.

We’re going to get justice for Jupiter.”

3. A personal promise from you be made that any biases you or your publication may hold towards
White people NOT affect your reporting of this story. Some acknowledgement from the media that
you play a role in quelling any social strife is important. Institutional biases towards a group, White
people, that has had no explicit representation for decades has to change. The Paulsen family
should receive the same compassion as any other grieving family. That includes sticking around to
report how they feel after each hearing, not mysteriously obtaining one of their cell numbers and
harvesting a quote from them out of context.



The meeting of the request to cease contact with the family is much appreciated but failing to make
the changes to the article is causing unneeded harm and suspicion of your intent. Please make the
changes as soon as possible.

Respectfully

Justice For Jupiter Staff


